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15 energising SME Instrument companies selected to
present business ideas to Iberdrola [1]

On 9 May, a curated selection of SME Instrument [2] companies will present their business solutions
and network with Iberdrola top managers in Bilbao, Spain. The companies were hand-picked for their
challenging ideas and approaches to renewable energies, smart networks and electric mobility.

The event is an initiative of the SME Instrument Business Acceleration Services [3] together with the
Iberdrola - PERSEO International Startup program [4], which includes a 70 million euros Venture
Capital fund, and is aimed at promoting the creation and development of a global and dynamic
ecosystem of emerging companies and entrepreneurs in the energy sector.
The companies will have a unique opportunity to present their business cases to top representatives
from the largest energy group [5] in Spain, one of the ﬁve largest power utilities companies in the
world, and some of its leading business partners.
Even with access to the best experts and technologies, big companies face growing challenges
meeting their innovation and R&D strategies. The SME Instrument Business Acceleration Services are
available to all European Innovation Council [6] (EIC) funded companies and were designed to make
the connection between SMEs, corporate partners and investors [7] easier and more eﬀective. These
exclusive services connect an impressive array of startups and scaleups and industry leaders with a

single goal: foster business acceleration and growth.
Before summer, other SME Instrument Corporate Days will bring together SME Instrument innovators
with leading corporates like BMW [8], Procter & Gamble [9], ROCHE [10], ENEL [11] and VINCI
Construction [12].
Get to know the 15 selected SME Instrument innovators. Visit their website or download the event
brochure [13]:
AEINNOVA [14]
Ampacimon [15]
DEXMA [16]
EMTECH Space [17]
ETME [18] (FloatMast)
GreenFlux [19]
GridPocket [20]
Laki ehf [21] (Laki Power)
Lumenaza [22]
Pôle Position [23]
ROBOTINA [24]
ITESTIT [25] (Smartive)
STME [26] (Fibersail)
MAC [27]
Zaphiro Technologies [28]
Learn more about the complete array of Business Acceleration Services [3] available for companies
funded by the SME Instrument.
If you'd like to know more about upcoming events, take a look at our calendar [29].
For additional information or doubts regarding the event, please refer to our
helpdesk: contact@phase3-services.eu [30]
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